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The University Housing 
assistant director is ready to 
use his passport for the fi rst 
time this Friday and is excited 
about his month-long adult 
exchange program to the 
United Kingdom. 
“You have to open yourself 
up to new things and new 
ideas so I have gone into that 
with that way of thinking,” 
said 38-year-old Joe Fortune .
Fortune is one of fi ve adults 
leaving Friday for a Group 
Study Exchange (GSE), a 
program pa id for by t he 
service organization Rotary 
International.
Fortune said he hopes to 
learn about different education 
and housing systems.
Eric DiLorenzo, a police 
sergeant in Myrtle Beach , said 
he thinks being immersed in 
another culture will help him 
personally and professionally.
Ot her members  of  t he 
groups are planning to learn 
more about journalism and 
conservation.
Fortune first heard about 
t h e  p r o g r a m  f r o m  h i s 
room mate ,  W i l l  Moody. 
Moody i s  an elementar y 
school guidance counselor 
who spent six weeks in South 
Africa visiting schools. 
After returning, Moody’s 
passion prompted Fortune to 
apply to GSE.
“It was just a life changing 
experience for him. Such a 
life changing experience he 
wanted to quit his job and 
find a teaching job over in 
South Africa,” Fortune said. 
“Based on his experience I 
was like this is something 
that I’ve got to do.”
The application process, 
however, is rigorous. In order 
to apply people must be a 
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 The number of student 
t i c k e t s  i s s u e d  f o r  t he 
Georgia game has increased 
by  9 01  f rom t he  N.C . 
State game. The university 
awa rded  9,525  s t udent 
tickets, up from  last week’s 
8,624. More students also 
requested tickets this time 
around, with 12,677 students 
requesting attendance to the 
Georgia game versus 11,547 
students that applied for the 
N.C. State game.
Members of the Student 
Ticket Advisory Committee 
actively defended their new 
onl ine t icket ing system 
Tuesday, saying the policies 
were already “extremely 
ef fec t ive”  a nd t hat  t he 
system is here to stay.
“The system is never going 
to be fair to the student that 
doesn’t get a t icket,” said 
Director of Student Services 
Anna Edwards. “But we’re 
having the highest turnout 
ever.”
A  b r e a k d o w n  b a s e d 
on loyalt y point s shows 
students with seven or more 
points were guaranteed at 
least an 82 percent chance 
of receiving a ticket. Of the 
freshmen that attended the 
N.C. State game, 75 percent 
rece ived  t icket s  to  t he 
Georgia game as well.
Chris McNamee, a fourth-
year political science student 
and committee director , said 
they’re working to improve 
the systems, but there are 
simply too many students.
“We succeeded in getting 
more students at the game, 
so we’re increasing the 
number of t ickets we’re 
offering,” he said. “There 
are a lot more students 
than student tickets, but we 
can’t help that.”
McNamee said students 
at other universities in the 
Southeastern Conference 
had “litt le or no chance” 
of getting a ticket to every 
game, even if they paid a 
large fee.
“For lack of a better word, 
USC students are spoiled,” 
McNamee said. “With other 
schools, you are lucky if you 
ever get a ticket.”
But for students that are 
still upset, the situation may 
improve. Associate Vice 
President of Student Affairs 
Jerry Brewer said in the past 
that students weren’t even 
using their tickets.
“ T h e r e  w a s n ’ t  a 
compel l i ng  s tor y  u nt i l 
this year for more student 
tickets,” Brewer said. “The 
number has been cut over 
the years.”
Now that more students 
are attending the game, a 
better case for an increased 
number of student tickets 
can be made, Brewer said. 
He also said students should 
have a better shot of getting 
tickets later in the year. 
“Even in 1984 when we 
were  r a n ked  second i n 
t he nat ion,  t he number 
of students using student 
t ickets went down as the 
year progressed,” Brewer 
said. “It always drops off.”
S t ude nt s  t h a t  d id n’t 
receive tickets can still apply 
in the on-demand phase that 
begins tonight at midnight. 
Seven hu ndred sevent y 
tickets were available in the 
on-demand phase for the 
N.C. State game.
“I f  t hey ’re w i l l ing to 
keep trying, almost every 
student should get a ticket 
with the on-demand phase,” 
McNamee said. 
A few minor problems are 
occurring with the system, 
the committee said, but they 
are looking to remedy them 
as soon as possible. Some 
students are still attempting 
to sell their student tickets, 
while others are walking in 
the gate and immediately 
leaving.
A lex Stroman, Student 
G over n ment  A t h le t i c s 
Committee chairman, said 
one person who had zero 
points was awarded a ticket 
to the N.C. State game, 
but he was unsure how it 
happened. He also noted 
that eight to 10 students who 
had 13 points to the N.C. 
State game and all received 
tickets, didn’t attend or their 
tickets weren’t scanned. No 
one had more than 12 points 
this go around. 
Tuesday’s meet ing was 
closed to the public, so no 
students were able to voice 
their complaints. Only one 
student showed up, but he 
was asked to leave.
Forty-one more members 
joined the Facebook group 
“USC St udent s Aga inst 
Ticket Return” Tuesday, and 
several irate wall posts were 
posted from students who 
have not received tickets.
“It is absolutely ridiculous 
that loyal fans cannot get 
t ickets. There should be 
points for students who 
request a ticket, but do not 
receive one,” second-year 
student Kara Higgins said.  
McNamee said students 
need to give the new system 
a chance.
“The system is going to 
help us get more tickets for 
the students,” McNamee 
said. “It’s going to be a good 
thing.” 
Josh Dawsey
STAFF WRITER
Negative TicketReturn 
feedback incites change
Students allotted more tickets for UGA
“ No t h i n g ’s  Fr e s h e r.  No t h i n g ’s 
Finer,” according to the South Carolina 
Agriculture Department’s slogan. Now 
students wil l get the opportunit y to 
experience this fi rsthand when USC hosts 
the first of a series of Farmers Markets 
Sept. 16 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Greene 
Street outside of the Russell House.
There will be a 10 a.m. ribbon-cutting 
ceremony opening day and students, 
faculty and staff alike will have the chance 
to visit the market and purchase fresh 
products, all grown in South Carolina.
For those who have never had the 
experience, a Farmers Market is an event 
in which people meet to exchange and sell 
their personal produce. 
Tents and tables are set up to display 
the products that farmers have grown, 
giving others the opportunity to buy 
fruits and vegetables grown in their own 
community.
The idea for the market came from 
Student Government, who worked with 
the Agriculture Department and the USC 
School of Public Health to put this on. 
Alongside Healthy Carolina, a USC 
entity that focuses on student health, SG 
developed the idea in order to promote a 
healthy diet among students.
“The purpose of USC’s Farmers Market 
is to offer fresh produce and services to 
students, and to join the outside community 
with our university,” said Student Body 
President Andrew Gaeckle , who was a 
central fi gure in the development of this 
project. 
Roy Copelan Jr., the market manager , 
contributed to organizing this event by 
traveling to markets all over the state, 
inviting farmers and folk artists to this 
event. 
The attending vendors come from cities 
that range from the upstate to the coast 
and will sell a variety of products.
Open ing t he new market  w i l l  be 
the agriculture commissioner, Hugh 
Weathers , and Patricia Pastides.
Weathers ,  a USC a lum and da ir y 
farmer, said he believes the project to be 
a great idea, and wholeheartedly supports 
this new initiative to share locally grown 
produce with the USC family. 
Kurtyss Kasten
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
SG works with state to gather 
S.C. growers on Greene Street
USC hosts fi rst farmers market
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocknews@sc.edu
Staff member joins Rotary 
program, broadens cultural 
experience overseas
KD Safran / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
David Hughes (right) supports USC at last year’s game against UGA in Athens, Ga. High 
turnout for the N.C. State game will allow more students to attend this week’s home game.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu
Fortune goes abroad 
through UK exchange
Elena Bloudek
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
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There will be four 
Farmers Markets 
this semester 
outside of the 
Russell House: 
Sept. 16  
Oct. 22
Nov. 13 
Dec. 2
Farmers will be 
selling products 
such as fresh 
vegetables, fruits, 
honey, bakery and 
gourmet items, as 
well as soaps, wool 
products, crafts and 
folk art.
—Compiled by Kurtyss Kasten
1 — 18 percent
2 — 45 percent
3 — 42 percent
4 — 75 percent
5 — 58 percent
6 — 76 percent
7 — 90 percent
8 — 84 percent
9 — 94 percent
10 — 93 percent
11 — 96 percent
12 — 100 percent
STUDENT TICKET ALLOTMENT FOR 
USC VS. GEORGIA 
— Compiled by Staff Writer Josh Dawsey
12,677 students applied for tickets. 
9,525 tickets allotted for students.
Number of points — Percentage of students in the point category that got tickets
Salters eager to fi nish fi nal 
season on volleyball team 
with a bang. See page 9
Sports
Local National World
Christine Galligan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The Homecoming Committee met in the Russell House to discuss this year’s plans.
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TWOpage
TODAY  
Sex and the College 
Student 
10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Russell House Theater
Railroad Safety 
10 a.m. to 11 a.m.
RH Lobby 2
Korean Christian 
Fellow-Bible Study 
12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m.
RH, Room 302
Student Senate meeting 
4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Rooms 322/326
Young Life Girl’s 
meeting 
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 204/Lounge
Carolina Productions 
meeting 
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 315
Multicultural Student 
Affairs meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH Theater
University Bible Study 
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
RH, Room 303
South Carolina Student 
Legislature meeting 
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Gambrell, Room 152
SALA meeting 
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 305
Garnet and Black 
Interest meeting 
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Rooms 322/326
FRIDAY, SEPT. 5  
Petit larceny, 6:45 p.m.
902 Barnwell St., Capstone House
An unknown person removed a secured 
black Excitor bike with yellow and red 
stripes from a bike rack.
Estimated value: $150
Reporting offi cer: Mary Winnington
SUNDAY, SEPT. 7
Breaking and entering a motor vehicle, 
petit larceny, 11:35 p.m.
1112 Greene St., D2 Lot
An unknown suspect used a brick to 
break into the car and stole an iPod and an 
XM radio. Photos were taken and blood 
was collected from the center console.
Estimated value: $500
Estimate damages: $200
Reporting offi cer: T. Freeman, S. Wilcox
Simple possession of marijuana, minor 
in possession of beer, 3 a.m.
918 Barnwell St., Columbia Hall
Two students were found exiting a car 
and a strong smell of marijuana followed 
them. An offi cer approached the car, saw 
a cup of beer and asked to search the 
car. The offi cers found a bag containing 
2.8g of marijuana, which both students 
claimed.
Reporting offi cers: Mary Winnington, S. 
Wilcox
— Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist
BANGKOK, Thailand — 
Thailand’s prime minister was 
forced out of offi ce Tuesday 
along with his Cabinet after 
a court ruled that he had 
broken a confl ict-of-interest 
law by hosting TV cooking 
shows.
Samak Sundaravej’s party 
later unanimously agreed 
to re-nominate him as a 
candidate for prime minister, 
indicat ing that Thailand 
is st i l l not f ree f rom its 
deep polit ical crisis that 
has virtually paralyzed the 
government, spooked the 
fi nancial markets and scared 
away tourists.
“ T h e  d e f e n d a nt  h a s 
violated Article 267 of the 
constitution, and his position 
as prime minister has ended,” 
said the head of the nine-judge 
panel, Chat Chonlaworn.
The rest of the Cabinet 
will stay in as a caretaker 
government unt i l a new 
prime minister is chosen. The 
senior deputy prime minister, 
S o m c h a i  Wo n g s a w a t , 
meanwhi le assumes t he 
prime minister’s duties. He is 
the brother-in-law of former 
Prime Minister Thaksin 
Shinawatra.
Pa rl ia ment  w i l l  meet 
Friday to vote on a new prime 
minister, and all parties can 
nominate candidates.
Tue s d ay ’s  j udg me nt , 
broadcast live on television 
and radio, was greeted with 
loud cheers and claps from 
Samak’s opponents who have 
occupied his offi ce compound 
since Aug. 26 to demand his 
resignation.
S a m a k ,  7 3 ,  a  s e l f -
proclaimed foodie, hosted a 
popular television cooking 
s how  —  “ Ta s t i n g  a nd 
Complaining” — for seven 
years before becoming prime 
minister. But he also made 
several appearances after 
tak ing off ice, breaking a 
constitutional prohibition on 
private employment while in 
offi ce.
Samak had claimed that he 
was not an employee of the 
company that made the show 
and only received payment 
for his transportation and the 
ingredients used for cooking.
The verdict provided a new 
twist to Thailand’s political 
uncertainty that began in 
early 2006 when a group of 
royalists, urban residents 
and union activists, calling 
themselves the People’s 
A ll iance for Democracy, 
started demonstrating against 
Thaksin.
T h e  r e l e n t l e s s 
demonstrations, led by media 
tycoon Sondhi Limthongkul 
and four others, led to a 
military coup that ousted 
Thaksin.
  — The Associated Press
Attention, amorous guys: 
Killarney’s an Australian 
cut ie, but woo her with 
care.
T h e  f e i s t y  g a l  o n c e 
swatted at a beau who got a 
little close, and gave another 
poor fellow the cold shoulder 
during their introduction.
Undaunted, Killarney’s 
friends keep updating her 
online profi le in the hope of 
fi nding her Mr. Right. Like 
many of her contemporaries, 
t h e  k o a l a  m i g h t  f i n d 
her dream date wa it ing 
somewhere in the fi les of a 
computerized matchmaking 
ser v ice ,  keeper s  at  t he 
Riverbanks Zoo theorize.
Just like the digital dating 
services that pair up people, 
so-called studbooks are used 
to match most animals held 
in captivity. The databases 
containing information on 
sex, age and weight — not so 
much about favorite comfort 
foods or long walks on the 
beach — are used by more 
than 200 zoos nat ionally 
and some internationally. 
Now, new sof t ware is 
going to the Web, promising 
more easily accessible data, 
faster matches and — in 
a  page out  of  t he most 
particular of human dating 
sites — details on an animal’s 
personality to ease what can 
be a testy process.
Zoos won’t be required 
to document the turn-ons 
and turn-offs of each animal 
in Zoological Information 
Management Systems, a 
collaboration between about 
150 zoos and aquariums.
NEW YORK  — E ight 
student loan companies have 
agreed to adopt broad reforms 
following an investigation 
by the state of New York 
into deceptive marketing 
practices, the attorney general 
said Tuesday.
Seven of the lenders agreed 
to pay a combined $1.4 
million to settle the probe, the 
state attorney general’s offi ce 
said. The eighth voluntarily 
agreed to adopt the reforms 
but was not targeted in the 
investigation.
Attorney General Andrew 
Cuomo s a id  t he  s even 
companies that agreed to 
settle pushed higher-interest 
private loans, used bait-and-
switch tactics and marketed 
products so they appeared to 
be federal loans.
Federal loans have fixed 
interest rates that are often 
lower than private loans.
The companies who are 
settling were identified by 
the attorney general’s offi ce 
as Nelnet Inc.,  Campus 
Door Inc., GMAC Bank, 
NextStudent Inc., Xanthus 
Financia l Ser v ices Inc., 
EduCap Inc. and Graduate 
Loan Associates LLC. 
M RU Hold i ng s  I nc . , 
known as My Rich Uncle, 
a g r e e d  t o  v o l u n t a r i l y 
adopt the code of conduct 
but was not a target of the 
investigation, the attorney 
general’s offi ce said.
Calls to Nelnet, GMAC 
Bank, EduCap and My Rich 
Uncle were not immediately 
returned. A phone number 
l isted on Graduate Loan 
Associates’ Web site was not 
working.
Wednesday 
Fun Facts:
USC Greek Life
33: The number of fraternities 
and sororities at USC.
2 , 8 4 4 :  T h e  n u m b e r  o f 
fraternity and sorority members 
on campus,  mak ing up 17 
percent of undergraduates.
25: The percentage of freshmen 
who went  t h rough Greek 
recruitment this year.
$100,889: The amount of 
money fraternity and sorority 
members raised for charity last 
year.
11,084: The number of service 
hours performed by Greek 
members last year.
20: The number of houses in 
the university’s Greek Village.
4,324: The number of rooms 
in the university’s 23 residence 
halls and homes in the Greek 
Village.
-Information from USC Media Relations.
-Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist

USC Housing was able to 
accommodate all students 
that applied for the fall 
term, despite recent housing 
shortages and long waitlists. 
There are currently 6,071 
beds available for students, 
excluding graduate housing 
and beds in the Greek 
Village and USC receives 
more than 9,000 applications 
every year for on-campus 
housing. 
First-year students are 
required by university policy 
to live on campus during 
their freshman year. That 
leaves the rest of the student 
body to either compete 
for the l imited number 
of remaining beds or find 
alternative housing.
Un i ver s i t y  Hou s i n g 
A ssist ant  Direc tor Joe 
Fortune said the university 
has two separate processes 
for student housing. 
Students who elect to live 
in learning communities, 
such as Capstone and the 
Honors College, have a 
special sign-up time and are 
given priority assignment. 
Students who choose to 
live in regular university 
housing have to sign-up for 
a lottery process in January 
every year by fi lling out the 
online housing application. 
Housing assignments are 
then posted through VIP in 
mid-February for learning 
community students and 
mid-March for general 
housing students.
F r e s h m e n  w h o  a r e 
required to live on campus 
dur ing t heir f i r st  year 
are guaranteed a housing 
assignment. 
Freshman housing gives 
pr ior it y ass ignment to 
students who elect to live 
in learning communities, 
while placing all others 
i n  t he ra ndom lot ter y 
which determines housing 
assignments.
Anyone who applies for 
housing that doesn’t receive 
it is then put on a waiting list 
where they must wait and 
see how many people elect 
not to live on campus for 
various reasons. 
This past year more than 
900 students were put on 
the wait list and University 
Housing was able to assign 
all of them into a residence 
hall.
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business or professional 
between the ages of 25 and 
40. Fortune and 16 other 
applicants spent all day in 
Florence being interviewed 
by past part icipants and 
Rotary members. 
“It’s almost like running 
f o r  M i s s  A mer ic a  a nd 
winning,” he said. “Then 
you go on this exchange 
and go over there and do 
several presentations about 
your vocation, about your 
country, about your state.”
When the group returns 
they are also expected to 
present to loca l  Rotar y 
m e m b e r s ,  a l o n g  w i t h 
businesses and organizations 
around the state.
T he  g r oup  h a s  b e e n 
prepa r i ng  for  t he  t r ip 
for months. Rotating the 
meeting location has allowed 
them to meet in everyone’s 
hometown. 
Here in Columbia, the 
group met in the Green 
Quad to listen to a speaker 
on  Br it i sh  c u lt u re  a nd 
etiquette. Other meetings 
focused on team building, 
le a r n i ng  ab out  Rot a r y 
a nd  hea r i ng  f rom pa s t 
participants.  
W h i le  o n  e x c h a n g e , 
Rotary members in the U.K. 
will provide accommodations 
for the participants. 
“They literally will do 
everything for you. They 
will make all of your meals. 
They wil l wash al l your 
clothes. They drive you to 
every location. And so we 
are really catered to in every 
way,” Fortune said.
Fortune will be away from 
USC for four weeks, but 
his boss has worked with 
him to make the experience 
possible. 
“He was very supportive 
and said ‘go full force with 
it,’” Fortune said.
EXCHANGE ● Continued from 1
Comments on this story? E-mail 
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Christine Galligan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Capstone is one of several dorms fi lled to capacity again.
Housing fi ts all on-campus residents
Kyle Moores
STAFF WRITER
Despite infl ux of students 
university makes room
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The seats on Cocky’s Caravan may be unduly 
vacant these days, but the same can’t be said for 
Williams-Brice Stadium.
After students showed a strong turnout for the 
N.C. State game, the university increased the student 
ticket allotment by more than 10 percent. At a time 
when the Student Ticket Advisory Committee has 
been bombarded with complaints rather than praise, 
students have something to be thankful for. 
We all need to realize 
this is a two-way street: if 
the committee works hard 
to get t ickets al located 
to students, we need to 
show up and justify their 
requests. This means no 
scanning your ticket and 
immediately walking out. Likewise, it’s nice that 
administrators are taking note of our enthusiasm 
this season. 
But just as our passion needs to stay high, the ticket 
bigwigs need to keep an eye on the student section 
this week, too. So long as student support stays on 
the rise, the size of the student section should be on 
the rise as well.  
Even at a school with a very favorable ticket 
situation, there will never be a perfect system — but 
it’s a pretty safe bet everyone agrees that giving out 
more student tickets is as close to perfect as you can 
get.
So tell your friends who were lucky enough to get a 
ticket to show up — and stay. If you can’t muster the 
voice to get rowdy for the sake of football, at least do 
so to earn students a few more valuable seats.
Cocky’s Caravan charges 
off-campus residents for 
on-campus convenience
I f  you are l ike most 
USC students, you won’t 
be heading down to Five 
Points or the Vista this 
weekend. So why should 
you have to pay to have a 
bus go there for you on 
your behalf?
Cock y ’s  Ca rava n ,  a 
shuttle service making stops 
a t  s e ver a l 
l o c a t i o n s 
on campus 
b e f o r e 
going to the 
V i s t a  a nd 
Five Points, 
h a s  b e e n 
running for 
about three 
weeks now, 
with mixed 
s u c c e s s . 
W h i le  i t s 
i ntent ions 
a r e  g o o d  —  k e e p i n g 
students from walking to 
Columbia nightspots after 
dark — Cocky’s Caravan 
has been a failure insofar.
The biggest problem I 
have with Cocky’s Caravan 
is that while all students 
are able to use the service, 
it only makes sense for a 
student living on campus to 
use it. On-campus students 
are the last people that need 
a busing service to Five 
Points and the Vista. Unless 
you live in the Roost (which 
isn’t a stop on the route), 
taking a bus to either makes 
little sense. 
From a ny  p o i nt  on 
campus, both the Vista 
and Five Points are less 
than a 15-minute walk 
along well-lit streets and 
campus corridors. Second, 
with underage freshmen 
and sophomores making up 
for the vast majority of on-
campus students, a shuttle 
service sending them to bars 
sends the wrong message. 
After all, most, if not 
all, of the fine drinking 
establishments will prohibit 
adults under the age of 21 
from even entering without 
a valid ID. Encouraging 
some 7,0 0 0  u nder age 
students to go “downtown” 
to use fake IDs is not a 
responsible move.
Cocky’s Caravan is paid 
for out of your student fee, 
which rose $2 from last 
year. This may not seem 
like a big deal, but as a 
commuting student, I don’t 
think I should have to pay 
so that underclassmen can 
have a drunk-bus. 
I especially don’t want to 
pay if my fellow classmates 
who have access to the 
service don’t even use it. 
On a good weekend, the 
shuttle can still only muster 
200 some riders. 200 riders 
a weekend does not merit 
collecting $54,000 from 
st udents to create the 
service.
Rather than creating a 
weekend bus service that 
only on-campus students 
can (but don’t) use, perhaps 
S t udent  G over n ment 
should consider negotiating 
an agreement with the 
Central Midlands Regional 
Transit Authority (that 
runs Cocky’s Caravan) so 
that students can use the 
city bus system to get on- 
and off- campus. Such an 
agreement would not only 
benefi t on-campus students 
trying to get to places like 
Target and Piggly Wiggly, 
but students commuting to 
school as well.
O t her  s chool s  have 
a g r e e me nt s  w i t h  t he 
local transit system, with 
great success. Such an 
agreement at USC would 
help alleviate some of the 
parking problems that have 
sprung up this year, not to 
mention lessen the fi nancial 
burden of buying overly 
expensive gas. If the folks 
up at Clemson can manage 
it, then there is no reason 
we can’t.
Paying for a drunk-bus 
that nobody uses, though? 
That’s got to go. 
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Want more tickets? 
Fill the stands, yell
If the committee works 
hard to get tickets 
allocated to students, 
we need to show up.
DARREN 
PRICE
Th ird-year 
print 
journalism 
student
Trial bound 
to face bias 
in latest O.J. 
accusations
Prior charges, acquittals 
will weigh on jury’s mind 
despite attorney’s lecture
T h e  g r e a t  Te f l o n 
defendant’s time may be up. 
O . J .  S i m p s o n  h a s  a 
notorious reputat ion for 
having “gotten away” with 
the past two crimes he was 
accused of. He 
was acquitted 
f o r  m u r d e r 
c h a r g e s 
b r o u g h t 
against him in 
1995, when he 
wa s  acc u sed 
o f  k i l l i n g 
h i s  e x-w i f e , 
Nicole Brown 
Simpson, and 
h e r  f r i e n d , 
R o n a l d 
Goldman. Though a civil 
jury later found Simpson 
liable for the killings, he 
still has not paid the $33.5 
million in damages, insisting 
he did not commit murder. 
He also escaped conviction 
in his 2001 road rage case.
Well, Simpson wil l be 
starring in another tr ial 
soon. Jury selection started 
Monday for a kidnapping and 
robbery case brought against 
him after he and four other 
men allegedly robbed two 
sports collectibles dealers at 
gunpoint. 
Judge Jack ie  Gla s s  i s 
trying to keep the ‘m-word’ 
(read: murder) out of this 
case and though it is noble 
of her to see that Simpson 
receives a fair trial, it will 
be nearly impossible. While 
he is obviously innocent 
until proven guilty, it will be 
very hard for many potential 
ju rors to see h im as an 
innocent man since so many 
believe that he was guilty of 
murder in 1995. 
Judge Glass denied defense 
at torney Yale Galanter’s 
request to ask potential jurors 
if they believed Simpson was 
indeed a murderer. However, 
Glass did lecture those being 
quest ioned, tell ing them 
that if they were seeking a 
guilty sentence because of 
the incident that happened 
many years ago, then this 
was not the case for them. 
The judge a nd defense 
attorneys can lecture and 
ask these quest ions until 
they are blue in the face, but 
there is no way that these 
potential jurors will be able 
to disregard the past verdicts 
of Simpson’s cases.
There is also the “fame 
factor.” Many potent ia l 
jurors may try to get on the 
jury so that they can write 
the next book about their 
involvement in the great O.J. 
Simpson Saga. There are 
already two books in print 
about the 1995 murder case 
and many past jurors and 
witnesses have sought out 
television and newspaper 
interviews. So who’s to say 
that the newest jurors in this 
case aren’t driven by their 
desire for 15 minutes of 
fame? 
This case may be the end 
for the infamous “Juice.” 
There is substantial evidence 
aga inst  Simpson — t he 
incident was caught on tape 
— and the ever-looming past 
charges he faced do not help 
him in the least. Despite the 
judge’s efforts to keep the 
past out of the courtroom, it 
will be impossible. Simpson 
will likely receive at least a 
somewhat unfair trial. His 
magical conviction evasion 
powers may be all used up 
this time around. 
IN YOUR OPINION
Ticket system needs 
upgrade, adjustment
 I  d id  not  receive  a 
ticket for N.C. State nor 
Georgia.  I applied for 
both and was denied both 
times.  I am almost stuck 
at 3 points because I can’t 
get a ticket so I can’t get 
more points unlike some 
of my friends who will 
have double my points (6) 
by Sunday morning.  
They will have 6 because 
they started with 3 and got 
2 for NC State and will 
get one for Georgia.  Does 
that seem fair that because 
I get DENIED a ticket 
that I get less of a chance 
next time I apply for one? 
NO.
This system is unfair. 
If you want to give the 
tickets away online, fine. 
Then make sure all the 
students that apply get one. 
If I am spending 20,000 
dollars a year to come to 
this school, the least they 
can do is provide me with 
a football ticket instead 
of giving away all those 
tickets to season ticket 
holders. The stadium holds 
about 80 thousand people? 
Why can’t all students that 
want a ticket get a ticket?
How about giving half 
of the tickets away online 
and the other half  to 
students willing to wait 
in  l ine?  The cur rent 
system does not reward 
the students who want it 
the most.  I have friends 
who couldn’t tell you at 
any given time during the 
game if the Gamecocks 
were on offense or defense, 
but those students got a 
ticket.   I would’ve been 
one of the fi rst in line for 
both football games but 
instead I had to buy (and 
not get rewarded) a ticket 
to go see my Gamecocks 
beat NC State and now I 
get denied a ticket to see 
the Georgia game. Fair 
system? Far from it.
Just a student who wants 
to see his Gamecocks 
play, 
Tyler Osborne
F i r s t - y e a r  b u s i n e s s 
student
The new way to receive 
tickets highly upsets me. 
The only advantage that 
I see is that students don’t 
get to miss classes.
The way I understand 
this works is that every 
classification of students 
has a certain amount of 
points: seniors, eight ; 
juniors, six; sophomores, 
four; freshman, two. I’m 
also guessing this is a 
random drawing, or lottery 
as some would call it. I also 
found out that if you didn’t 
get a ticket to the NC State 
game that it decreases your 
chances into getting into 
the Georgia game, which 
makes no sense.
A student just shouldn’t 
be able to attend home 
g a me s  b ac k  t o  b a c k 
while another student 
hasn’t attended ANY. I 
understand that every 
student can’t go to the 
g a me but  somet h i ng 
should be done about this! 
W hy not implement a 
policy where a student can 
only go to two games and 
before the season starts 
have them request which 
two they want to go to? 
I completely understand 
that all students won’t be 
able to attend the game of 
their choice, but at least 
two of them! I mean, hey, 
what sense does it make 
when we pay for it in fees 
and we can’t even go to the 
games?
I also feel that “true 
fans” aren’t able to attend 
the games. Someone who 
“k ind of ” wants to go 
can easily request a ticket 
online and get one, but a 
die-hard fan would wait in 
line —myself being one of 
them. 
 
Adriana Mitchell
Second-year sports and 
entertainment management 
student 
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RACHEL 
WRIGHT
Th ird-year 
English 
student
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A nearly sold out crowd offered rounds of applause 
Monday evening to filmmaker Mohammed Naqvi after 
viewing his 2006 documentary, “Shame,” at Columbia’s 
Nickelodeon Theatre.
Naqvi is traveling as part of the Southern Circuit 
Filmmaker tour, where 10 independent movie theatres 
across the Southeast meet annually to select six fi lms they 
deem important. Those six fi lms travel with their directors 
to the theatres throughout the year.
The format of Southern Circuit affords casual viewers the 
rare chance to interact with fi lmmakers and learn about the 
craft. 
“Shame” follows the civil rights case of Pakistani woman 
Mukhtaran Mai from 2002 to 2006. The case involves a 
tribal council in the impoverished city of Meerwalla that 
decreed Mukhtaran to be gang raped as retribution for 
allegations against her brother.
Though she lives in a town with no electricity, roads or 
police stations, Mukhtaran creates international waves in 
the media as she seeks legal justice. She eventually becomes 
a beacon of hope for abused women, being selected as one of 
Time’s “100 Most Infl uential People in the World” in 2006.
Audience reception to the fi lm was warm, but warmer still 
was Mohammed Naqvi, who gladly answered all audience 
questions and enlightened viewers on his f ilmmaking 
process.
Though he described himself as “just one of several other 
journalists” immediately drawn to the case, his devotion of 
nearly fi ve years — and approximately 400 hours of footage 
before editing —  was stunning.
With potential to be a very depressing story, many 
attendees commented that the fi lm was far more uplifting 
than they expected. Naqvi was glad to hear it, saying the 
arc of the fi lm was designed around his protagonist’s ability 
to “take such a bad situation and turn it into something 
good.”
Six years since the incident, Mai has used donations from 
the state and other benefactors to get electricity and roads 
in her town and build a school to teach the children of her 
village.
Naqvi’s f ilmmaking style is very journalistic, using 
personal testimonials and digital cameras to follow the 
events.  He expressed a desire to avoid dramatizing and 
alienating his audience through his style, trying to root it 
more in a genuine expression of how the people involved felt 
about the already dramatic events.
W hen asked about the d if f icu lt ies of mak ing a 
documentary fi lm over such a long period of time, Naqvi 
discussed how diffi cult it was to position himself in a town 
virtually cut off from society, where it was “like going back 
2,000 years.”
“Shame” seemed to connect with its audiences very 
emotionally, a testament to Naqvi’s deceptively simple 
fi lmmaking style that managed to succinctly investigate the 
often complex social, cultural, gender and political issues 
surrounding the events while still conveying the human 
story.
One attendee remarked that she was “not a fi lm student, 
but a female,” and thanked Mr. Naqvi for both having the 
courage to make the fi lm, and to tell it in such an inspiring 
way. 
Visit Nickelodeon’s Web site, www.nickelodeon.org, to 
learn more about upcoming special screenings. 
Naqvi’s documentary ‘Shame’ captures audiences 
with deep interrogation on injustice, social issues
Filmmaker enlightens at Nickelodeon
 T h e  c o n c e p t  o f 
underwater basket weaving 
is basically society’s running 
joke. However, uniting the 
concepts of woven baskets 
and the beauty of the ocean 
within the age-old art of 
glass blowing is how artist 
Dale Chihuly stumbled into 
creating some of the world’s 
most renowned and awe 
inspiring works of art. 
C h i h u l y ’ s  e x h i b i t 
“ S e a f o r m s ,”  f e a t u r i n g 
un imag inably beaut i f u l 
works of blown glass as well 
as the sketches they embody, 
is on display at the Columbia 
Museum of Art from now 
until Nov. 30. 
Each seaform is made of 
fi ve to 30 individual pieces 
of glasswork arranged in 
interlocking shells to create 
works that range from small 
pot-like designs to larger 
8-foot long layouts. 
Chihuly’s works, with their 
obvious titles and apparent 
but exquisite inspiration, is 
abstract art for people who 
hate abstraction. The works 
seem like living coral reefs 
that sometimes appear to be 
glowing from within. 
Chihuly said that “glass, of 
course is so much like water. 
If you let it go on its own it 
almost ends up looking like 
something that came from 
the sea.”
The process of creating 
t he  wo nd e r s  b e g a n  i n 
1977 when the beauty of 
the woven baskets at the 
Wash i ng ton H is tor ica l 
Societ y in Tacoma f i rst 
intrigued Chihuly. 
After some initial trials to 
replicate the thin, slouchy, 
asymmetrical baskets in 
glass, Chihuly discovered 
a technique to corrugate 
the glass, blow it thinner 
and to utilize centrifugal 
force, gravity and heat to 
create work s t hat  more 
closely replicate oceanic 
phenomenon. 
The whirling, f l ipping 
and melting that is required 
to create the works, which is 
showcased in a short fi lm clip 
near the end of the exhibit, is 
so clearly represented in the 
work and refl ected from the 
sea that it is almost unreal 
that the quiet museum is 
actually still. “I remember a 
critic once writing that the 
seaforms were so buoyant 
that they would fl oat to the 
ceiling during the middle 
of the night when the lights 
were  out .  I  love  t hat ,” 
Chihuly said. 
The larger melted disk 
b a s e  c omp one nt s  w i t h 
r id g e d ,  s c a l l o p e d  a n d 
undulating edges are shell-
like and take on natural, 
nearly tortoise or conch 
shell-like, coloration as well 
as more vivid  shades like 
chartreuse yellow. 
“Summer Sunset Seaforms 
Set” feat ures cora l-l ike 
parts in globe, disk, cone, 
shel l and v ine shapes in 
an array of reds, oranges, 
blues  and l imes.  Ot her 
more t ranslucent pieces 
give hint to more brightly 
colored parts hidden within 
the layers of glass.  The 
intricate stripping and color 
patterning on some pieces 
make it clear that Chihuly is 
truly a master of his craft. 
Each work is displayed on 
a glossy black table, allowing 
viewers to not only see the 
ref lect ion of the bottom 
of the glassworks, but to 
circumambulate, causing the 
piece to unfold and reveal its 
inner treasures with each 
new angle. 
K n o w n  f o r  h i s 
i n s t a l l a t i o n s ,  g a r d e n 
works and other worldly 
spiraling chandeliers, the 
former Fulbright scholar 
revolut ionized the glass 
studio into a team effort. 
The demonstration of work 
that can be seen in the video 
features a division of work to 
get the molten pieces done 
quickly. It does, however, 
feel like the earth falls away 
when you are snapped from 
the trance of watching the 
craft when one of the works 
in progress shatters on the 
fl oor. 
If any of the 24 glassworks 
on display should st r ike 
someone’s fancy, they are 
for sale with a starting price 
of $30,000 and ranging up 
to $80,000 based on size. 
Free cell phone audio tours 
of the exhibit are offered to 
enhance viewing.
The Columbia Museum 
of Art is open from 10 a.m. 
to  5  p.m.  Wed nesday s , 
Thursdays and Saturdays, 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fridays and 
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sundays. 
Admission to the exhibit 
a nd  f u l l  mu seu m i s  $2 
for students, and free on 
Saturdays, proving for the 
perfect cheap Friday night 
date or low key Saturday. 
Blown glass exhibit goes ‘under the sea’
Artist Chihuly shows 
‘Seaform’ wonders, 
creates unique display 
Jimmy Gilmore
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Ellen Meder
ASSISTANT MIX EDITOR
Alan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Dale Chihuly’s “Seaforms” blown glass exhibit is on display at the Columbia Museum of Art from now until Nov. 30.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
Based on a painting by Marc Chagall, 
“Fiddler on the Roof” is a beautiful human 
portrayal of a family whose life is based on 
traditions and is forced to face the challenges 
of change — both personally and politically. 
Workshop Theater performs well within 
its constraints of space, managing to squeeze 
an enormous cast onto a scant stage and 
takes on a character-packed story to produce 
an entertaining, sentimental three-hour 
production of a classic tale. 
Told largely from the viewpoint of Tevye, a 
milkman father played by Workshop veteran 
Kyle Collins, “Fiddler” is the story of a 
Jewish-Russian family in small Anatevka, 
Russia in 1905.  As Tevye’s three oldest 
daughters choose to progressively marry 
further from what he deems proper tradition, 
he wrestles with the challenges they present 
as well as with his own belief system — in 
the midst of the serious political revolutions 
of the time. 
Workshop’s presentation of “Fiddler” 
takes this signifi cant narrative about familial 
hardships and presents it in a poignant but 
relatable way. It is characterized by a plethora 
of high-tempo ensemble dance scenes and 
timeless musical numbers such as “If I Were 
A Rich Man” and “Miracle of Miracles,” 
enticing the audience into emotional bonds 
with each of the characters. 
The cast of three dozen is decorated by 
USC students and faculty in leading roles. 
Bianca Raso, a fourth-year vocal student, 
plays well opposite Collins as Tevye’s 
wife, Golde.  Gabrielle Peterson and Lee 
Gottschalk, both USC theater students, are 
cast as the eldest daughter Tzietel and her 
choice of husband, Motel. Two other leading 
men — the husbands for Tevye’s second and 
third daughters — are played by Charlie 
Duncan and Brandon Martin; and the entire 
performance is directed and choreographed 
by USC faculty member Cindy Flach.  
While Collins’s seasoned voice provides 
the baseline for the production, the musical 
performances throughout are incredibly 
well done, with only a few shaky vocals in 
the mix. As the large cast spans generations 
from elementary school students to those 
with many more years of experience, the 
production draws an appropriately refl ective 
audience, and Workshop welcomes with 
open arms.
Jessamine McKeever / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Mohammed Naqvi talks to the audience about how he 
made the documentary, as well as his fi lmmaking style. 
‘Fiddler’ performance raises roof 
Students, faculty bring classic musical 
to Workshop Theater, moves audiences 
with intense story, outstanding vocals
Katie Parham
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
“ F i d d l e r  o n  h e  R o o f ”
★★★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
 
“We must not confuse dissent with disloyalty. When the loyal opposition 
dies, I think the soul of America dies with it.” 
— Edward R. Murrow
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
Courtesy of Workshop Theater
“Fiddler on the Roof” will be performed at 
Workshop Theater through Sept. 20.
FIDDLER ● 8
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Russian fi lmmaker Sergei 
Bodrov uses the adolescence 
a nd  r i se  of  Mongol i a n 
legend Genghis Kahn as the 
template for a search into 
the poetry of the warrior in 
“Mongol.”
Bodrov layers his fi lm in 
dazzling visuals, craft ing 
the Mongolian culture as 
best he can with the aid 
of  produc t ion des ig ner 
Dashi Namdakov. He is 
very interested in creating 
a l ived-in world, using a 
largely bare costume and set 
design to refl ect the nomadic 
and sparse tendencies of the 
culture.
The film is almost best 
when it is tranquil, for it 
affords the director to use 
rich long shots to accent the 
beauty and collaboration of 
the society: a direct contrast 
to the choppy, close-up 
movements of the later battle 
scenes.
C i n e m a t o g r a p h e r s 
Rogier Stoffers and Sergei 
Tr o f i m o v  g o r g e o u s l y 
r e nde r  t he  Mon g ol i a n 
cou nt r yside.  Capt ur ing 
bravura landscapes, pictorial 
portraits of each character 
and the gritty, gory battle 
violence, the two manage 
to combine the sweeping 
visual style of a classic epic 
with the enclosed ferocity 
of more recent f ilms like 
“Braveheart.”
“Mongol” is a film most 
enjoyed from a purely visual 
s t a ndp oi nt .  W h i le  t he 
filmmakers and crew show 
a love and devotion to the 
material, the screenplay is 
structurally fl awed and lacks 
much complexity.
Tadanobu Asano steps 
calmly into Temudgen, the 
adolescent name of Genghis 
K ha n .  T hough h i s tor y 
tends to remember Khan as 
a barbarous savage, the fi lm 
paints him as a romantic 
warrior.
Cast as the relentless soldier 
with the power to unif y 
the disparate Mongolian 
tribes, Temudgen is like the 
ancient predecessor of the 
movie version of William 
Wallace.  This, sadly, is 
the fi lm’s major fault.
Pushing Khan into a 
single 
d imension 
a nd  pa i nt i ng  h i m a s  a 
glorifi ed warlord somewhat 
defeats the epic nature of 
his very character. By failing 
to so much as touch on the 
consequences of his violent 
decisions or show any hints 
of deeper shades in the 
character, the f i lm loses 
complexity as it moves on.
The writers synthesize a 
variety of external confl icts 
to dramat ize K han, but 
they take the perspective 
of the film away from the 
protagonist, making him a 
tool for the action instead of 
the focal point.
The f ilm also invests a 
signif icant port ion of its 
run t ime to Temudgen’s 
childhood. While that may 
be crucial to the origin story, 
the fi lm ends as Temudgen 
begins to consolidate his 
power, relegating the rest of 
his story to several title cards 
that ache of anti-climax.
I f  the wr iters had re-
ordered t hei r  approach 
to more evenly show not 
only Temudgen’s evolution 
but  s t re s s  more  of  h i s 
conquering, it could have 
helped even out the structure 
and character and made the 
fi lm more compelling.
That  sa id ,  t he  bat t le 
sequences are intricately 
staged; the climactic battle 
is staggering. Rarely do the 
fi ght scenes feel cluttered or 
confusing —  they breathe 
with as much vitality as the 
rich landscape panoramas.
While the director’s vision 
is often interesting, evoking 
a period of epic fi lmmaking 
that allowed more time for 
character exploration, the 
end product is something of 
a mixed bag.  
“ M o n g o l ”  f e e l s  t o o 
d i s located a nd u neven , 
but it has enough v isual 
showmanship to susta in 
i n t e r e s t  t h r o u g h  i t s 
runtime.
700 Gervais St.
www.headlinerscolumbia.com 
www.myspace.com/headlinerscolumbia
EMAIL:  HEADLINERSCOLUMBIA@HOTMAIL.COM
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Sent By Ravens
DOORS 8PM  •  $5
DOORS 8PM  •  $12 ADV  •  $14 DOS
DOORS 7PM  •  $6 ADV  •  $8 DOS
DOORS 8PM  •  $18 ADV  •  $20 DOS
Same As It Ever Was
BOOK YOUR NEXT SORORITY, FRATERNITY OR 
STUDENT ORGANIZATION EVENT! 
Rock 93.5 “Friday Night Live” Presents
Rock 93.5 “Friday Night Live” Presents
w/ Everything Af ter
Apr il’s Fall
w/ Ocean is Theory Valkyr ie
(Talking Heads Tr ibute)
Flogging Molly
DOORS 8PM  •  $22.50 ADV  •  $25 DOS
w/ The Loved Ones
Stereoside
DOORS 8PM  •  $10 ADV  •  $12 DOS
w/ Copper, F ixer, Livealie
The New Pornographers
DOORS 8PM  •  FREE SHOW   •  21+
w/ The Heist and the Accomplice
Tickets at www.etix.com
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Lee Brice
DOORS 8PM  •  $10 ADV  •  $12 DOS
Thomas Cooper Library
...more than half of Thomas Cooper 
Library is underground?
...we have access to thousands of 
research articles online?
...we have a coff ee shop and 
wireless internet access?
Did you know...
2008 Welcome Week Tour Schedule
August 18th - August 21st, 2008
11:00 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
Daily
Fall 2008 Tour Schedule
August 25th - September 18th, 2008
Mondays at 10:00 a.m.
Tuesdays at 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.
Wednesdays at 2:30 p.m.
Thursdays at 3:30 p.m.
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FIND OUT MORE
take a library tour!
TOURS!
phone, iPod, camera and laptop,
IT HITS YOU.
SOMEWHERE BETWEEN
SEARCHING FOR YOUR
You need an iPhone!    
Preferably one that’s FREE! Good thing we’re 
giving one away every Friday through October*.
Text message entries  of “USC” must be sent to 30364 by October 17, 2008. One winner will be selected at random each week from all 
eligible entries received. This sweepstakes is not afﬁ liated with or endorsed by Apple Inc. Please visit iaspyre.com for full contest rules.
*iPhone giveaway ends October 17, 2008.
SPECTACLE NOT ENOUGH FOR ‘MONGOL’ SUCCESS 
“ M o n g o l ”
★★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩
Jimmy Gilmore
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Simple, tedious plot, 
lack of structure ruins 
fi lm despite visuals
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
A  k n o w i n g  s t o r y  o f 
the trials of a close-knit 
Jewish-Russian community, 
“Fiddler” comes off quirky 
at times and deeply moving 
at others, particularly during 
Tevye’s musical soliloquy 
“Chaveleh (Little Bird)” and 
second daughter Hodel’s “Far 
From the Home I Love.” 
Though the presentation is 
uneven in some places vocally 
and choreographically, it 
does nothing to detract from 
the show as a whole.  The 
social commentary itself, 
though rooted in history, is 
still applicable to modern 
life.  
Regardless of whether 
you are a lifelong “Fiddler” 
fan or you have never heard 
the name “Tevye” before in 
your life, this extremely well 
put together production will 
beguile you and leave you 
wanting more. Workshop 
Theater will continue to 
show the performance every 
night through Sept. 20 at 8 
p.m. A matinee showing at 
3 p.m. will show on Sept. 
15. Student tickets are $14 
with ID.  
Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / Th e Daily Gamecock
Spurned ◆ By Jared Green / Th e Daily Gamecock
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The Scene
USC@
HOROSCOPES
1234567890-=
MR. B’S GOODTIME KARAOKE EXPLOSION
8 p.m., free 
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
TODAY
TAXI TO THE DARK SIDE
8 p.m., free
Russell House Theater 
MR. B’S GOODTIME KARAOKE EXPLOSION
8 p.m., free 
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
1997, NATIONAL PRODUCT, THIS MACHINE IS 
ME, DARLING WASTE 
6:30 p.m., $10 
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St. 
SENT BY RAVENS, OCEAN IS THEORY, 
VALKYRIE 
7 p.m., $8
Headliners, 700 Gervais St. 
MONGOL
3 p.m. and 6 p.m. $5.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St. 
SAVING GRACE
8:30 p.m., $5.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St. 
TOMORROW
THE REASON “YOUR LISTENING,” DANIEL 
KYRE
8 p.m., $5 over 21/ $7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
SHAWN’S BIG LOVE RETRO DANCE NITE
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St. 
 ARIES  There’s a lot of 
work involved but not very 
much cash. You’ll get to be 
a hero. 
TAU RUS  A  l o n g 
shot hits dead center. Try 
something you thought you 
couldn’t do. This time, odds 
are good you’ll be successful 
beyond your wildest dreams.
GE M I N I  M o n e y 
is available for household 
p r o j e c t s .  A  s t r u c t u r a l 
improvement would be a 
good investment. Do the 
research to get the best deal.
CANCER A surprising 
suggestion makes you aware 
of possibilities you’d never 
noticed. Isn’t that great? 
E njoy  t he  i nt e l le c t u a l 
exercise.
LEO You should be 
doing pretty well with work 
and money. The tr ick is 
to save some of the latter, 
without spending it all. It’s 
possible.
VIRGO You’re lucky. 
G o ahead a nd fol low a 
hunch. This is not a reasoned 
decision, by the way. Those 
won’t work out as well.
LIBRA A household job 
has been nagging you. Don’t 
avoid it any longer. You still 
may not feel like doing it, 
but that’s a pitiful excuse. 
Tough it out.
S C O R P I O  Yo u 
have a lot of information 
to memorize, so don’t be 
a slacker. You can make a 
fabulous impression on an 
important person. Or you 
can mess up big time. Nah, 
you won’t do that.
SAGIT TA RIUS 
Invest in fi xing up your place, 
as in updating technology. 
You ought to be able to fi nd 
a good deal on a gadget 
you’ve been wanting. Reward 
yourself for your patience.
C A P R I C O R N 
You’re finding the answers 
you’re seeking. If that hasn’t 
quite happened yet, keep 
reading. After you learn 
what’s required, read the 
stuff they don’t want you to 
know.
AQUA RIUS  Ju st 
when you’re about to give up, 
you have a great idea. Either 
that, or you stumble onto the 
buried treasure. Either way, 
keep digging.
PISCES Others admire 
your imagination and your 
sense of humor. Some of 
them even suspect you’re a 
genius. 
ACROSS 
1 Grasshopper sound
6 Bid ﬁ rst
10 Arabian sultanate
14 Invisible emana-
tions
15 Opera star
16 Skater Lipinski
17 At all
19 Get-up
20 Neptune's realm
21 "The Lord of the 
Rings" baddie
22 Prima donna's #
23 Notes of scales
26 "Twelfth Night"
29 Male graduate
31 Refrain syllable
32 Ripped apart
33 Delhi attire
36 Dell products
39 Thingamabob
43 That feels good!
44 "Easy __"
45 Irish Republic
46 Insane
47 Part of EST
50 Alfred E. Neuman 
line
55 Ipanema locale
56 Fabled dawdler
57 Rhine tributary
58 Period
60 Act as a lookout, 
say
61 Streisand ﬁ lm
66 Mark __-Baker
67 Top-rated
68 Yamaha product
69 Sundance's girl-
friend
70 Hindu discipline
71 Wise ones
DOWN
1 Crow's cry
2 "Whazzat?"
3 Lyrical Gershwin
4 Charlie Brown's 
exclamation
5 Stitched anew
6 Lyric poem
7 Swivel
8 Each and all
9 Soporiﬁ c drug
10 Capital of Canada
11 New Zealand Poly-
nesian
12 Potter's clay
13 Stuffy-sounding
18 Diamond Head 
locale
23 Islamic ruling
24 Hi, on HI
25 Twilled silk fabric
27 Syrian leader
28 Major in astrono-
my?
30 NYC opera house
34 French soul
35 More scarce
36 One who works at a 
trade
37 Wispy clouds
38 Minutes taker, 
perhaps
40 Study hard
41 Retreat
42 Do-over service
46 Sicilian spouter
48 Bellicose deity
49 Sweet, sticky liq-
uids
50 Marine mammal
51 Daily routine
52 __ we a pair?
53 Large mackerel
54 Borneo ape, brieﬂ y
59 Samoan port
62 Crumpet comple-
ment
63 Diplomat Hammar-
skjold
64 Hour past noon
65 Kind of lettuce
9/09/08
Solutions from 9/08/08
9/09/08
1 2 3 4
for 9/08/08
803.799.3111
1200 Lincoln St.
The Vistaabout where to 
go for lunch?
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In the world of college 
athlet ics, teams are in a 
constant state of change. 
Every year, new athletes 
emerge f rom t he dept h 
chart and attempt to lead a 
team to victory. 
But every once in a while, 
a player will roll around who 
makes a lasting impact on a 
team, playing on the squad 
at a high level for multiple 
years. 
For the South Carolina 
volleyball program, Belita 
Salters has been that unique 
player.  The 6 -1 Sa lters 
came to USC in the fal l 
of 2004 f rom Scranton. 
T he f re sh ma n c a me i n 
w it h  plent y  of  at h let ic 
accomplishments under her 
belt , ranging f rom state 
championships in track and 
field, to being named the 
most valuable player on her 
team two years in a row. 
Deciding to focus solely 
on volleyball at the collegiate 
level, Salters took a redshirt 
season her freshman year to 
improve her personal ability 
and come in the next season 
ready to play. 
The fol lowing season, 
the redshirt freshman saw 
action in 37 of Carolina’s 100 
games. Although she played 
in less than half of the team’s 
games, Salters managed to 
total up 51 blocks that fi rst 
year, putting her seventh on 
the school list of blocks per 
game. 
Clearly,  t he t a lented 
at h lete  had su r pr i s i ng 
ability for her young age. 
In her second season of 
play, Salters elevated herself 
as a team leader with a 
consistent season in which 
she started all but three 
matches and became the 
team’s top blocker. 
In addit ion to putt ing 
out good numbers, Salters 
became a key component 
of keeping the team morale 
up.
“My energy is what I show 
my teammates ,”  Sa lters 
said. “There are times when 
the mood is down and just 
jok ing can br ing up the 
team.”
As many expected the 
following season, the rising 
junior turned in another 
stellar season, leading the 
team in hitting percentage 
and blocks per game. 
P e r h a p s  t h e  m o s t 
impressive feat was the fact 
that Salters appeared in all 
106 games over the course 
of 29 matches. Consistency 
is one of the toughest tasks 
for any athlete, and it seems 
Salters has the winning 
formula.
“You just get used to it 
after a while,” Salters said. 
“It’s mentally and physically 
challenging at the same time 
but I train everyday for it, 
and it became habit. It’s just 
consistency.”
This year, now in her 
fi nal season as a Gamecock, 
Salters has high hopes for 
both her and her team. 
“ I ’m  j u s t  r e a d y  f o r 
everything,” Salters said 
about th is season. “You 
never know what to expect 
and we have a good team 
this year.”
Next year will be different 
for Salters. The talented 
athlete hopes to continue 
playing at the next level, 
but  ac k nowledge s  how 
different it will be without 
her teammates. 
“ You get  u sed to  t he 
habits and seeing your team 
everyday, and in the real 
world I’m going to miss 
that,” Salters said. 
As for this season, the 
s en ior  h a s  s t a r t ed  out 
picture perfect , earning 
M V P honors at the A rt 
Carmichael  Classic  last 
weekend,  a  tournament 
in which the Gamecocks 
went undefeated and earned 
championship honors. 
In Salter’s five years on 
t he  team,  she  has  seen 
plenty of different players 
and how each can af fect 
team dynamics. The veteran 
has a good feeling about this 
year’s squad, and believes 
the team can go far.
“We have a lot of good 
players. The energy between 
all of us is so good,” Salters 
said.  “Everyone wants to 
win and I think that type of 
connection will take us to 
another level.”
Salters has been a fi xture 
for USC volleyball since 
2005, improving her already 
impressive ability at the net 
each year. This year will be 
no different, as the red shirt 
senior aims to leave her fi nal 
mark at USC a great one. 
Drew Lattier
STAFF WRITER
Volleyball senior consistent on court
Courtesy of USC Media Relations
Salters skies and spikes the ball over an opponent for a point.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
Carolina still searching for key to victory over UGA
When Steve Spurrier held his weekly 
press conference Tuesday at Williams-Brice 
stadium, it was clear he was ready to move on 
from the Gamecocks’ upset loss to Vanderbilt 
and focus on beating the No. 2 ranked 
Bulldogs on Saturday.
“Hopefully we’ll play a lot better than 
we did our last time out,” Spurrier said. 
“Hopefully we can take care of the ball a lot 
better ... we cannot have the turnovers and 
bad plays that have given our opponents some 
extra chances.”
Spurrier was ready to focus on Georgia, 
but the more he prepares, the more daunting 
beating UGA appears to be. Georgia boasts 
a Heisman hopeful at running back, a 
quarterback with NFL potential and a defense 
that returned plenty of starters from a Sugar 
Bowl squad that held high-fl ying Hawaii to 10 
points last year.
“Georgia, they really don’t have many 
weaknesses. [On] offense, defense, special 
team play, they’re a very good team,” Spurrier 
said. “[They are] well-coached, guys hustle 
[and] play hard all the time. [They are] in 
position [and] don’t make many mistakes.”
Georgia is on top of its game after beating 
Central Michigan 56-17 . In order for Spurrier 
bring to victory against such an imposing 
opponent, he’s going to need help from an 
offense that, thus far, has been disappointing. 
Spurrier believes that one of the keys to 
making the Carolina offense successful will 
be improving quarterback play. In order to 
get the best quarterback on the fi eld, Spurrier 
believes more than one player will take snaps 
on Saturday. Most likely those two players 
will be junior quarterback Chris Smelley and 
junior quarterback Tommy Beecher.
“There’s a good chance that both of them 
might play,” Spurrier said. “We’ll go from 
there. I don’t know how else to do it except 
get both of them ready and give one, the one 
who starts the game will have an opportunity 
to go the distance, and have the other guy 
ready.”
Spurrier more or less discounted the 
chance that sophomore quarterback Stephen 
Garcia would see the fi eld. Garcia is the only 
scholarship upperclassman quarterback that 
has yet to see the fi eld for Carolina.
No matter who is under center, it is more 
likely that they will be missing a familiar face 
down the fi eld. Senior wide receiver Kenny 
McKinley suffered a hamstring injury during 
last Thursday’s game and has yet to show 
much improvement.
“[McKinley] was not able to do anything 
[Monday], probably won’t do anything today,” 
Spurrier said. “I would say he’s doubtful. 
When you severely pull a hamstring like he 
did, it’s usually a two- to three- week deal. I 
hope he can [play,] but right now we’re trying 
to prepare some of those other receivers.”
While there are plenty of issues on the 
offensive side of the ball, from who will line up 
under center to whom they will be throwing 
to, USC’s defense will have its hands full 
Saturday.
Georgia is averaging just more than 50 
points per game, mostly due to the guidance 
of quarterback Matthew Stafford and the 
running of Knowshon Moreno. Moreno is 
averaging more than 100 yards per game and 
Stafford has yet to throw an interception.
“We’ve got to stop the run, like always,” 
Spurrier said. “We’ve got to stop the run 
... you can’t let [Moreno] run up and down 
the field. I think he’s probably leading the 
conference in rushing and all that right now.”
With Georgia in front of them and a 
disappointing loss to Vanderbilt behind them, 
the Gamecocks have a lot on their minds. It 
will all come to a head when USC and UGA 
kickoff on Saturday at 3:30 p.m. 
Football battles lack in consistency 
at quarterback, receiver, defense 
Michael Aguilar 
SPORTS EDITOR
Courtesy of USC Media Relations
Salters stands ready at the net, where she is known for her defense.
Star player Salters 
has le d USC team 
for four years at net
Courtesy of USC Media Relations
Belita Salters has been a 
staple on the court for USC.
Small’s play at last weekend’s Carolina 
Cup was impressive enough to put her 
on Soccer America’s national Team of 
the Week. Small led the Gamecocks 
to a tournament victory and a 2-0 
weekend against in-state rivals and 2007 
NCAA tournament teams Clemson and 
Furman. 
Small earned tournament MV P 
honors for Carolina after she hit the 
game-winning goal against the Tigers. 
Small, normally a defensive midfi elder, 
leads USC in most offensive categories, 
including goa ls ,  point s and shot 
percentage. 
Small and the Gamecocks travel to 
Auburn next week for the Auburn Soccer 
Classic. Carolina will face off against 
Marquette and No. 7 Florida State over 
the weekend. 
B i w o t t  s p u r r e d  t h e 
Gamecocks on to a high fi nish 
at the Eye Opener Invitational 
last weekend by fi nishing third 
overall. Her performance was 
good enough to earn SEC 
Freshman of the Week honors.
Biwott ran an 18:30 5k and 
was the top fi nishing freshman. 
She obtained the lead at the 
400m mark and held on to the 
lead unt i l the 1200m mark. 
Biwott’s time is currently the 
fastest 5k women’s time in the 
SEC.
Biwott and the Gamecocks 
will return to action on Sept. 
20  at  t he  A s ic s  W i nt h rop 
Invitational in Rock Hill.
GAMECOCK SPORTS HONOR ROLL
WOMEN’S SOCCER CROSS COUNTRY
LINDSAY SMALL
SOCCER AMERICA’S 
NATIONAL TEAM OF THE WEEK
BEATRICE BIWOTT
SEC FRESHMAN OF THE WEEK
Courtesy of USC Media RelationsAlan Tauber / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Comments on this story? E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu
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WE
 D E L I V E R!
AMERICA'S SANDWICH DELIVERY EXPERTS!™
A LITTLE BIT
B E T T E R
A LITTLE BIT
FRESHER
A WHOLE LOT
F A S T E R
Major Medical
for Students
Plans start at $82/month
Call me for HELP!
Hale Chiles • 772.3122 A+ Rated Carrier
Health Insurance
“G re at e s t  Ever ”  i s  a 
slippery term. As a culture, 
we have a hard time deciding 
on what is the best. But in 
sports, we have the luxury 
of being able to see three 
athletes who can lay claim 
to the t it le of “Greatest 
Ev e r :”  g o l f  c h a m p i o n 
Tiger Woods, Indianapolis 
Colts quarterback Peyton 
Manning and Swiss tennis 
player Roger Federer. 
Woods missed most of 
this season due to injury, 
and Manning, at age 32 
and coming of f h is f irst 
s ig n i f ica nt  i nju r y,  may 
not be able to handle the 
physical burden of being 
an elite NFL quarterback 
much longer.
Federer’s record reign as 
the No. 1 tennis player in 
the world ended this August, 
and as I was watching him 
beat  world No.  6  A ndy 
Murray into the ground in 
Monday’s U.S. Open final 
( Federer ’s  f i f t h t it le  in 
a row) , it occurred to me 
that we might 
not have the 
p r i v i l eg e  o f 
watching these 
men ply their 
t r ades  much 
longer.
And that’s a 
shame.
M a n n i n g , 
w h e n  h e 
re t i re s ,  w i l l 
o w n  e v e r y 
r e c o r d  i n 
the book for 
quarterbacks. Brett Favre, 
who holds most of these 
records, piled up most of 
his stats by hanging around 
after he stopped being an 
elite quarterback. Manning, 
however, has racked up eight 
Pro Bowl appearances and a 
Super Bowl victory without 
the benefit of the superior 
coaching and defense that 
helped Tom Brady, Favre 
and others to their winning 
ways. 
Moreover, Manning acts 
as his own de facto offensive 
coordinator,  ca l l ing h is 
own plays on the f ield — 
something that none of his 
contemporaries, including 
Brady, Donovan McNabb, 
Favre and Carson Palmer 
can say.
But with age starting to 
catch up to Manning and 
his star receiver, Marvin 
Harrison, the show might 
not run much longer. 
The fi rst to go might be 
the 27-year-old Federer. In 
the past seven years, Federer 
has won 13 Grand Slam 
events, the second-highest 
total ever, plus an Olympic 
gold medal to boot. Pete 
Sampras is the only player 
to have won more, with 14 
in a career almost twice the 
length of Federer’s. 
Since 2003, Federer has 
been absolutely dominant, 
winning the U.S. Open and 
Wimbledon fi ve times each . 
The only missing star in his 
constellation of a resume 
is the French Open, which 
he has failed to win — this 
is largely because of the 
dominance of Rafael Nadal, 
possibly the greatest clay 
court player ever.
The greatest indication 
of Federer’s greatness is 
the fact that he and Nadal 
have largely marginalized 
every other player in tennis. 
Federer has been so great 
t hat  p l ayer s  l i ke  A ndy 
Murray, Andy Roddick and 
David Nalbandian might 
as well have not shown up. 
Federer has been so good 
that he was expected to win 
every time out — and did. 
His dominance has almost 
k i l led men’s tennis as a 
spectator sport because fans 
knew exactly what was going 
to happen beforehand.
What sports fans in the 
days of the highlight reel 
and ESPN of ten fa i l  to 
appreciate is when they are 
watching something special. 
And as age allows the fi eld 
to catch up to Manning and 
Federer, their dominance, 
which we took for granted 
for so long, has slowly begun 
to slip away.
So take a long look, sports 
fans, because you might 
never see the likes of these 
two again. 
Woods, Federer, Manning: 
athletes that spectators 
should enjoy watching
MICHAEL 
BAUMANN
Fourth-year 
print 
journalism 
student
Get ‘em while they’re hot The Daily Gamecock Sports’ own 
Michael Finnegan breaks down the top 10 
team names in fall intramural sports. 
1. Show me Them TD’s    Football
2. Weapons of Mass Seduction   Football
3. Menace to Sobriety     Football
4. Pill Pushers (Pharmacy School Team)   Football
5. Steroids to Heaven     Co-ed Softball
6. Hare Club for Men (Hare is captain’s last name)  Sand Volleyball
7. Dixie Wrecked     Football
8. Cougar Hunters     Indoor Soccer
9. A Bunch of Straight Cheerleaders? (men’s cheerleading squad) Football
10. Touch of Gray (30+ club)    Football 
ChallengeGamecock
Every week, our staff 
will predict 10 college 
games. If you think 
you know your stuff, 
submi t  your  p i ck s 
for these games to 
sagckspt@mailbox.
sc.edu.
football picks and 
predictions
Kansas at South Florida
UCLA at BYU
Michigan at Notre Dame
Georgia Tech at Virginia Tech
Ohio State at Southern Cal
Wisconsin at Fresno State
Oklahoma at Washington
Bowling Green at Boise State
Oregon at Purdue
Georgia at South Carolina 
WANT TO DESIGN FOR 
THE DAILY GAMECOCK?
GAMECOCKEDITOR@
Darron Cummings / The Associated Press
Peyton Manning’s skills should be appreciated by fans.
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com
E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line
Noon, 1 business day prior to publication
Two-line minimum
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Box around ad: $1.25
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Additional Info
DEADLINE Additional options
Line classified ad rates
Major credit cards accepted
Announcements
College-rock cover band now auditioning 
all positions. Experience is necessary. 
Only the best need apply 
For more info call 770-634-1909
AUDITIONS - Open Ended Casting 
Calls “How I Learned to Drive”
(Drama) by Paula Vogal 3 women ages 
20-50 2 men ages 30-50. “Naked Boys 
Singing” (Musical) by Robert Schrock 
10 men ages 18+ State/Set Design/Light 
& Sound Techs also needed for both. 
Details at www.mbfproductions.org
Apartments
Walk to USC/Shandon Clean & Quiet 
1BR 1BA $400 w/deposit.  776-5405
Downtown area near Vista. - Very nice 
2BR duplex CH/A. Conv. to USC $595.  
No pets. Call 787-1200.
Unique Shandon Apt - 2BR 1BA duplex 
off-st pkging, w/d in unit. hdwd flrs 
screened porch. Locared in QuiET resi-
dential area $750/mo. 479-9897
Roommates
F/seeking/F rmmte - 1BR pvt BA @ Cop-
per Beech $459/mo + util split 4 ways. 
Cable internet incld.Call 813-503-1303
Housing-Rent
Rooms for rent almost 
on campus on Greene St.
rajaluri@ifmusa.org  or 318-0800
SHANDON - 4BR 2BA hdwd flrs big 
rooms 3/4 mile to USC  fenced yard pets 
ok $1345. 318-0729
TRENHOLM RD.
Very nice 2700+ sf home convenient to 
USC & Med school LR DR Den 3/4BR 
3BA 2 car garage CH&A stove refrig dw 
laundry room. No Pets $1595  787-1200
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
Housing-Sale
Custom Built Brick Home - 
3BR 2.5 BA home is located in the town 
Arcadia Lakes in the Kaminer Station 
Subdivision. Newly designed gourmet 
kit, Frog office and much more. 
For full details & tour go to
www.cbunited.com/juliabrooker
Coldwell Banker United, Realtors
For Sale
MATTRESS SETS
Brand ne still in plastic. Full & Queens 
start @ $140. Clearing warehouse. Don’t 
go to a store! Call Mark @ 238-6288.
For Sale
MATTRESS/BED SETS - Still in plastic. 
Full sets start @ 129. Students receive 
an additional 15% off! Delivery and laya-
way available. Bedtime Mattress Outlet 
2040 August Rd W. Cola,.
Just 4 miles from USC. 739-8212 
www.BedtimeMattressOutlet.com
Parking
Tired of paying parking fines? 
Reserved spaces available. 799-3452
Help Wanted
Barn Helper - PT Horse exp. not neces-
sary. Long Creek Equestrian 786-8400.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
NEED EXTRA $$$$?
Earn up to $1000 per home football 
game selling gameday programs. 
For more info contact 
Lane Cody 777-5329.
The Cycle Center is hiring for retail 
sales/mechanic. Retail experience re-
quired, bicycle store experience helps. 
Email Info@cyclecenter.com
BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp 
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.
TELEMARKETERS 
NEEDED NOW!!
PT Hours. Must have excellent speak-
ing voice! Earn $200- $500/wk.
Free cell phone! Call 269-1709
YE OLE FASHIONED ICE CREAM 
& SANDWICH CAFE’ NOW HIRING 
ALL STAFF. Good pay & tips. Flexible 
hours. Perfect for students. 
7490 Garners Ferry next to Walmart.
Help Wanted
Child Care
Nanny needed Wednesday in Lake 
Katherine for 4 mo old girl. 8:30am-6pm 
exp a must, references a plus. 
Call Barri @ 261-8911
Fun, outgoing, responsible person for 12 
y.o. girl 2/days/wk afterschool near USC. 
Own car, ex ref’s req. 413-695-4185
Help Wanted
Instructors
Experienced Personal Trainers  
needed. Located 5 minutes from cam-
pus. PT & FT available. Contact 
Personally Fit @ 799-9455 for details..
Help Wanted
Instructors
Carolina Gymnastics Center
Gymnastics & Cheerleading Instructors 
Needed. Must be energetic and love 
working with kids. Must be available af-
ter school between 4 & 8PM. Email re-
sume or contact Dody at 788-2808.
Help Wanted
Restaurants
IHOP NOW HIRING
SERVERS & HOSTESSES 
Will work with school schedule.
No Tip Sharing. 
Email arsalco@aol.com or 
Apply in person 7719 Two Notch Rd  
813 St. Andrews Road
Tombo Grille now hiring Servers.
Apply in person from 2:30-5:30
4517 Forest Drive
Help Wanted
Drivers
English Programs for Internationals at 
USC needs drivers. Must have car  and 
be able to drive a 15-passenger van. 
Must be available on Wednesday after-
noons and evenings from 3:15 pm. Con-
tact Kathy Bledsoe at 777-3867.
Horse Carriage Drivers -  FT/PT. 
Hourly+tips, evenings, weekends, 
Columbia Carriage Works 227-3833.
Help Wanted
Tutors
TUTORS NEEDED: GPA of 3.1 will earn 
you $10-$12 (or more) per hr! Highest 
demand for Math, Reading & Science.
Call Tutor Connection 957-6060.
Services
Serious financial problems? 
Confidential bankruptcy advice. 
Start fresh. Free consultations. 779-1700
www.MatthewsandMegna.com
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
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